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Quasi-experimental impact evaluation approaches, which enable scholars to
disentangle effects of conservation interventions from broader changes in
the environment, are gaining momentum in the conservation sector. However,
rigorous impact evaluation using statistical matching techniques to estimate
the counterfactual have yet to be applied to marine protected areas (MPAs).
While there are numerous studies investigating ‘impacts’ of MPAs that have
generated considerable insights, results are variable. This variation has been
linked to the biophysical and social context in which they are established,
as well as attributes of management and governance. To inform decisions
about MPA placement, design and implementation, we need to expand our
understanding of conditions under which MPAs are likely to lead to positive
outcomes by embracing advances in impact evaluation methodologies. Here,
we describe the integration of impact evaluation within an MPA network
monitoring programme in the Bird’s Head Seascape, Indonesia. Specifically
we (i) highlight the challenges of implementation ‘on the ground’ and
in marine ecosystems and (ii) describe the transformation of an existing
monitoring programme into a design appropriate for impact evaluation.
This study offers one potential model for mainstreaming impact evaluation
in the conservation sector.

1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2014.0275 or
via http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org.

Marine ecosystems are under threat, with increasing pressure from coastal
development, over-exploitation of resources and increasing frequency of
large-scale natural disturbances associated with climate change [1– 3].
Marine protected areas (MPAs) are a widely used, spatially explicit conservation tool to mitigate these threats, enhance the resilience of marine
ecosystems to disturbances, as well as protect biodiversity and enhance fisheries
and the livelihoods of those who depend on marine resources [4,5]. The rapid
expansion of MPAs across the globe is likely to continue, given the mismatch
between current global MPA coverage (3.4%) [6] and the Aichi target 11
under the Convention on Biological Diversity, which commits countries to
conserve and effectively manage at least 10% of coastal and marine areas by
2020 [6,7].
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for ecosystems services [35] and certification approaches [36].
However, current impact evaluation has been constrained
to only a small subset of outcomes (e.g. habitat cover [27]):
aggregate poverty metrics (e.g. [32,37]) and policy interventions (e.g. terrestrial protected areas [28]; terrestrial ecosystem
system services schemes [38]) arising from management
decisions. The first generation of impact evaluations, for
example, typically generated broad policy insights at national
or global scales [27], based on the retrospective analysis
of secondary datasets. The reliance on secondary data that
can be remotely sensed (e.g. forest cover [27,28,32,33]) or
understood from national-scale data collection methods has
skewed the existing evidence base towards a subset of interventions, outcomes and policy decisions. Impact evaluation
is in its infancy in the conservation sector and there remains
ample opportunity for the ‘second-generation’ impact evaluations to build upon existing studies and focus on new
interventions (e.g. community-based natural resource management, fisheries certification schemes), providing increased
insights for policy and practice.
Currently, a considerable disconnect exists between
the implementation of conservation interventions and the
scientific literature on impact evaluation, stemming from
mismatches between the spatial, temporal and conceptual resolutions of impact evaluation evidence, and the information
required for adaptive management at the site or regional
level [39]. For MPA managers and others tasked with adaptive
management, who require data at fine spatial resolution and in
near real-time to inform management actions [40], the existing
quasi-experimental evidence base probably represents a small
fraction of the information needed to guide adaptive management decisions [41]. For example, an MPA manager may need
to understand the distribution of specific social impacts
(e.g. food security or income) across social groups (e.g. fishers
versus non-fishers) over relatively short time-frames, information that is seldom available from secondary sources [42].
Similarly, management decisions about harvest rules may
require specific, site-level information on the status of key
fisheries species or functional groups, calling for an ongoing
monitoring effort that allows for causal inference with an
appropriate level of confidence [41]. While scale mismatches
between conservation science and practice are not unique to
impact evaluation [43], they pose a considerable barrier to
widespread adoption of evidence-based conservation practices
at the local scale, and represent a missed opportunity to use
robust evidence to inform adaptive management.
For impact evaluation to transform the conservation
sector into an evidence-based discipline, there is an urgent
need to reconcile the scale mismatches that limit the adoption
of evidence on impact and expand the application of impact
evaluation methodologies across interventions, outcome
types and geographies [19,39]. Integration of impact evaluation into the day-to-day implementation of conservation
actions is one of a suite of approaches that could help to
bridge this gap. However, this integration does pose challenges that require careful consideration. In the following
sections, we describe the theoretical and practical challenges
of transforming conventional ‘on the ground’ MPA monitoring programmes to robust impact evaluation frameworks that
explicitly control for observable bias in the placement or outcomes of MPAs, with streamlined data collection and control
sites. We then provide an illustrative example to demonstrate
one potential solution that in the long term will enable causal
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While ecological outcomes1 of MPAs are generally positive,
they vary significantly [8 –12]. For example, a meta-analysis
of biological outcomes of MPAs found positive trends
attributed to MPAs with variation among sites and across
indicators that in some cases exceeded an order of magnitude [10]. Variation in MPA outcomes has been linked to
the biological, social and physical contexts in which they
are established [13–15], as well as an array of attributes
linked to management effectiveness [16] and marine resource
governance [17]. To inform decisions about MPA placement,
design and implementation, we need to expand our understanding of the conditions under which MPAs are likely
to lead to positive ecological outcomes. This requires welldesigned studies using best-practice evaluation methods
designed to explicitly measure the impact (see endnote 1)
of MPAs on target outcomes [18,19]. However, the ability
of scholars to draw robust inferences about MPA impacts is
constrained by the current limitations of the MPA evidence
base, with many MPAs lacking an appropriate research
design for monitoring, as well as a substantial disconnect
between MPA objectives and the outcomes monitored
[19,20]. In particular, relatively few studies have appropriate spatial and temporal replication (including baseline
monitoring), monitor appropriate indicators or control for
confounding factors, risking inaccurate or misleading results
[20,21]. To understand the ecological impacts of MPA
establishment, scholars and practitioners are increasingly
adopting more robust monitoring approaches, by embracing
advances in impact evaluation methodologies [22].
Impact evaluation is designed to measure the intended and
unintended consequences of an intervention [23]. When
applied in the conservation sector, impact evaluation focuses
on disentangling the effects attributable to a particular policy
intervention (e.g. protected areas) on a variable of interest
(e.g. deforestation) from broader changes in a region (e.g. widespread development or government policies) [19,24]. Causal
inference in impact evaluation rests on the Neyman–Rubin
model [23,25], which compares the outcomes observed in an
intervention with an explicit estimate of the outcomes in the
absence of that intervention (i.e. the counterfactual [18,23]).
In randomized experiments, random assignment to treatment
and control groups allows for the isolation and identification
of the treatment effect, which represents the differences in
observations between the two groups. In the conservation
sector, where management or policy interventions (e.g. protected areas, payments for ecosystem services schemes)
target either regions with high biodiversity value [26] or
those with lower economic opportunity costs [27], random
treatment assignment is seldom feasible. Consequently, the
majority of impact evaluations for conservation have adopted
quasi-experimental designs to construct a counterfactual
(e.g. [27,28]). Quasi-experiments apply one of a suite of statistical techniques (e.g. instrumental variables [29], matching [30])
that account for the biases in the placement of interventions (or
‘observable bias’), to construct a counterfactual (see endnote 1)
[23]. For the remainder of this paper, the term ‘impact evaluation’ refers specifically to studies that explicitly estimate the
counterfactual using quantitative methods.
The application of quasi-experimental impact evaluation
techniques to understand conservation impacts has generated
a nascent evidence base that documents the ecological
and social impacts of protected areas at global [27,28,31] or
national scales [32–34], as well as the impacts of payments

While many challenges to impact evaluation are not unique
to the conservation sector or marine systems, special considerations include: (i) monitoring ecological outcomes in
marine ecosystems; (ii) selection of appropriate and meaningful indicators; (iii) selection of appropriate research designs;
and (iv) controlling for confounding factors.

(a) Monitoring ecological outcomes in marine
ecosystems
Documenting the status and trends of many ecological
attributes is challenging owing to the stochasticity and heterogeneity of both terrestrial and marine ecosystems. High
replication and statistical power are often required to accurately
capture the spatial heterogeneity of ecosystems [44–46], with
long time-series required to disentangle cyclical or directional
changes [47,48] from those changes attributed to conservation
interventions. While a subset of ecological outcomes can be
remotely sensed (e.g. deforestation rates), which enables scholars to examine lengthy time-series across many replicates,
many management-relevant ecological outcomes require onthe-ground measurement to understand ecosystem function
and populations. Monitoring MPA ecological impacts, for
example, typically requires in situ data collection underwater
(e.g. fish biomass) or observed fishing at sea or at landing
sites (e.g. fish catch), with implementation spanning the
period before and after MPA establishment and including
sites outside of MPAs. The substantial and sustained funding
required to maintain monitoring at the appropriate spatial
and temporal scales means that rigorous impact evaluation
remains rare in marine ecosystems [20].

(b) Selection of appropriate and meaningful indicators
Impact evaluation lies at the intersection between science
and policy [18,39], with the goal of determining whether a
specific intervention is achieving its desired outcome. Consequently, ecological outcomes that are measured need to be
salient for adaptive management at the local scale, broader
conservation policy or both (i.e. if an MPA’s objective is
to sustain biodiversity, then the outcomes should reflect
biodiversity metrics). Where possible, impact evaluations
monitor outcomes that align with the full range of intended
MPA management objectives, as well as include metrics

(c) Selection of appropriate research designs
Substantial literature exists on the design of monitoring efforts
to document the impacts of MPAs and similar policy interventions, drawing on both econometric and ecological theory
[51–53]. Scholars in both disciplines emphasize the need for
appropriate controls to support causal inference [19,54].
Advances in the identification of controls (e.g. matching to
control for biases in MPA placement) developed by econometricians [51] can be adopted to complement research designs
developed to account for temporal stochasticity in ecological systems (e.g. Before-After-Control-Impact Paired Series
(BACIPS) [54]). The identification of appropriate research
designs to enable causal inference varies, depending on local
context (e.g. secondary data available), the characteristics of
the intervention (e.g. level of replication, establishment date
[24,54]), and the level of rigour required to support decisionmaking [41]. At a minimum, causal inference with a high
degree of confidence requires the ability to disentangle the
effects of MPA establishment from other policy interventions
[19] or natural perturbations through time [53], in a manner
that avoids confounding factors owing systematic biases in
the placement of MPAs [51].

(d) Controlling for confounding factors
The establishment of an MPA is non-random, generating
systematic biases between the characteristics of protected
and non-protected areas. The specific attributes of these biases
are contingent on the process of MPA establishment itself,
the criteria used to identify MPA location and boundaries,
decision-making involved, governance and goals [50,55].
MPAs are often designed with the intention of protecting
areas of high biodiversity, critical habitats and/or processes
that maintain populations and ecosystem stability (i.e. larval
sources, spawning aggregations [50,55]). For political, societal
and economic reasons, MPAs are often located where the
marginal costs of protection are low, owing to characteristics
inherent to the area (e.g. far from markets, low population density, difficult to access [56]). This trend can also be observed in
terrestrial protected area establishment, as protected areas
are more likely to be established where existing uses and potential for extractive purposes are low, establishment is politically
feasible and management costs are low [31,56,57]. If MPA
placement is biased towards less threatened areas (e.g. little
historical exploitation), then most conventional methods
(i.e. those that do not explicitly control for observable bias in
MPA placement or outcomes) may overestimate the impact of
protection [28,31].
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2. Challenges

capable of detecting unintended changes in an ecosystem.
However, conservation goals for marine reserves are often
poorly defined [49], leading to different interpretations of
appropriate indicators and ‘success’.
Monitoring marine ecological systems may entail data
collection on a range of indicators ranging from physical (e.g. sedimentation, habitat complexity) to biological
(e.g. density and biomass of fish populations). Indicator selection, scale, data collection methods and analytical approaches
can substantially influence trends detected, leading to very
different interpretations of MPA impact. Consequently, several criteria need to be carefully considered when selecting
appropriate indicators of MPA ecological impact, including
sensitivity to change and management relevance [9,50].

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

inferences to be made between the establishment of the MPAs
and an array of ecological outcomes. Specifically, we describe
the quasi-experimental impact evaluation approach developed to monitor the ecological impacts of MPAs in Birds’
Head Seascape (BHS) in West Papua, Indonesia. The BHS
presents an ideal case study, as there was an existing, ongoing
large-scale ecological monitoring programme in place,
implemented while the MPA network was in the process of
being established. The BHS case study provides one example
of an approach to evaluating the impact of a conservation
intervention that allows us to bridge the scale mismatches
between evidence and decisions, embeds the potential for
quasi-experimental impact evaluation into the day-to-day
implementation of conservation interventions, and offers
a model for mainstreaming impact evaluation across the
conservation sector.
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Figure 1. Map of monitoring sites inside and outside of MPAs in the BHS. Triangles indicate sites sampled outside of MPAs (‘control’) and circles indicate sites
sampled inside MPAs (‘treatment’). Black shapes were matched and will be included in subsequent impact analyses, while grey shapes are sites that were dropped
post-matching and will therefore not be included future impact analyses. Map does not include all MPAs in the region and is limited to MPAs included in the
analyses. PNG, Papua New Guinea.

Ecological and social processes link protected areas
with their unprotected surroundings. The establishment of
conservation interventions can modify the magnitude,
direction or variation in these processes, generating spillover
effects [58]. In marine ecosystems, ontogenic and adult
migratory behaviours may span MPA boundaries, allowing
individuals from within an MPA to be observed and/or
harvested outside the MPA boundaries [59]. Consequently,
dispersal and migratory behaviours can result in spillover
effects from MPA to control sites that vary on a speciesspecific basis [60]. This poses significant challenges for
impact evaluation, because causal inference requires independence between treatment (MPA) and control samples.
Evaluators can attempt to account for spillover effects by creating a buffer within which sites are not considered to be valid
matches to those inside in the immediate vicinity of protected
areas, to reduce the likelihood of non-independent MPA and
control samples (see [28] for terrestrial example of this
approach). In the majority of cases, however, it is not possible
to create a buffer that extends beyond the migratory or dispersal range that encompasses all species within an MPA. The
potential for spillover effects to bias the magnitude or direction
of MPA impacts requires that scholars interpret their findings
with caution when examining outcomes for highly mobile
species, or ecological processes that could be affected by
interactions between MPA and control sites.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org
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3. Bird’s Head Seascape case study
(a) Bird’s Head Seascape
The Bird’s Head Seascape (BHS), located in West Papua,
Indonesia, in the heart of the Coral Triangle, has the richest
diversity of corals and reef fish species in the world [61–63].
The Seascape also provides critical habitat for migratory
species such as turtles, cetaceans and whale sharks [64,65].
While no coastal marine ecosystems there remain pristine, the
Seascape’s low human population density and relative remoteness have ensured that its coastal marine ecosystems are
relatively healthy compared with other parts of Southeast
Asia [66]. Over the past decade, considerable investments by
government and non-government organizations (NGOs)
have sought to protect the globally significant biodiversity
in the region, primarily by establishing a network of
12 multi-use MPAs across the Seascape (figure 1). The MPAs
range in size from 5000 to 1 453 500 ha and cover a total area
of 3 594 702 ha, representing approximately 29% of Indonesia’s
total MPA estate. The majority of the MPAs were established
by local communities, with the support of NGOs through traditional (‘adat’) and Regency legal frameworks and reinforced
by national legislation [64]. The BHS MPAs are also recognized
under a broader provincial spatial plan for the West Papua
(‘Papua Barat’) Province. This study focuses on six of the
12 MPAs in the BHS as these are the MPAs in which the initial

total no.
sites

no. ‘matched’
sites

year of baseline
monitoring

year of effective
enforcement

MPA zoning
plan formalized

Dampier
Koﬁau-Boo

28
19

23 (5)
18 (1)

2012
2010

2012
2011

2013
2012

Mayalibit
Misool

12
24

11 (1)
18 (6)

2012
2011

2011
2012

2012
2012

Raja Ampat

16

16 (0)

2011– 2012

n.a.

2009

Wayag
Controls

9
53

9 (0)
31 (22)

2012
2012– 2014

2008
n.a.

2009
n.a.

monitoring approach and design were sufficient to adapt into
an impact evaluation framework.

(b) Implementation in the Bird’s Head Seascape
(i) Monitoring methods and design
The initial ecological monitoring programme developed
for the Seascape in 2009 by international NGOs focused on
providing insights on the status and trend of coral-reef
habitats and fish populations within MPAs. The programme
and subsequent protocols were designed to provide salient
information on status and trends to MPA managers
and others, at relatively low cost, at relevant spatial and temporal scales, and at appropriate levels of statistical power,
over the long-term. Well-designed impact evaluation shares
many of these attributes (e.g. appropriate statistical power,
long time-series [51]), but imposes additional data collection
and management requirements to enable quasi-experimental
causal inference (e.g. data on observable biases influencing participation in, or outcomes of MPA establishment;
outcomes for untreated units [51]).
In 2011, scholars and practitioners recognized the potential
to modify the ecological monitoring programme implemented in the BHS to enable quasi-experimental causal inference
at the Seascape scale. In effect, the existing performance
measurement systems were nested within a broader impact
evaluation framework that transformed the BHS MPAs into a
replicated set of policy experiments, mirroring an ongoing
effort to document the MPAs’ social impacts (described
in [67]). This nested approach enabled the revised BHS monitoring system [68] to retain its ability to inform adaptive
management, while simultaneously creating the opportunity
for causal inference.
Considerable monitoring efforts took place from 2009 to
2014 inside both no-take and use zones of the six MPAs,
and in 2012, in areas outside of MPAs, to document baseline
ecological conditions (fish and benthic attributes) of coral
reefs (figure 1 and table 1). Ideally, all MPA sites would
have been monitored prior to the intervention. However,
baseline data were not always available, because data collection was adopted from an existing monitoring programme

without an impact evaluation lens. Initial baseline conditions
of most MPAs were monitored either prior to or within one
year of the intervention (year in which MPA zoning plans
were formalized by the government; table 1). The exceptions
are Wayag and Raja Ampat MPAs. In these MPAs, MPA
zoning plans were finalized in 2009 but baseline conditions
were not monitored until 2012. To address this inconsistency,
time since effective enforcement and/or finalization of MPA
zoning plans will be taken into consideration in post-hoc
analyses. In addition, even without achieving the ideal
scenario, we anticipate that inclusion of control sites will
be highly informative as a functional baseline for a longterm monitoring programme. Monitoring was done using
SCUBA at 10 –12 m depth following standard protocols
[68]. At all sites, data were collected on environmental conditions (e.g. wave exposure, currents) and general reef
characteristics (reef slope, reef type).
Ecological indicators were selected to reflect management
goals, inform policy-makers, and be useful as indicators of
ecosystem health and fish populations. With the exception
of Raja Ampat, goals and objectives were developed for
the five other MPAs, which were gazetted as a network
under fisheries legislation. Indicators were aligned with the
Indonesian MPA Management Assessments [69], including
condition of the coral reef and populations of key fisheries
species and non-target fish species. Other criteria included
characteristics of the ecological indicators (i.e. different
trophic and functional groups, life-histories and homeranges). Taking all of this information into consideration,
the following indicators were selected for inclusion: (i) overall
biomass of key fisheries species (Lutjanidae, Haemulidae, Serranidae), (ii) biomass of herbivorous fish species (Acanthuridae,
Scaridae, Siganidae) and (iii) habitat quality (ratio of hard
coral cover to rubble and algae cover) (NB: we do not present
hard coral data in this manuscript).

(ii) Matching methods
MPAs in the BHS have been strategically designed and (nonrandomly) placed [70]. To avoid observable selection bias, we
adopted a quasi-experimental design, and applied a tiered
matching approach (coarse matching followed by statistical
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Table 1. BHS MPAs ecological monitoring site summary. The table includes the total number of baseline reef sites monitored in BHS MPAs, the number of sites
remaining within each MPA following statistical matching, and the timelines of establishment, effective enforcement and baseline monitoring of each MPA. The
second column lists the number of sites in the MPA prior to statistical matching, while the third column lists the number of ‘matched’ sites from each MPA
remaining following statistical matching (some sites within the MPA were dropped if there were no suitable control sites identiﬁed); numbers in parentheses
indicate how many sites were dropped. The fourth column is the year of effective enforcement in the MPA, which meets the following parameters: (i) patrol is
established (both community-based patrol or joint patrol), (ii) prosecution processes and sanctions are happening in the local community and (iii) patrol log/
records are present and used for future enforcement strategy. The ﬁfth column indicates the year the MPA zoning plan was formalized and recognized.
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match with other flat sites, but can also match with ‘slope’
sites. Flat reef sites, however, are not allowed to match with
‘wall’ sites. Similarly, for reef exposure, ‘exposed’ sites match
with ‘exposed’ or ‘semi-exposed’ sites, and ‘sheltered’ sites
match with ‘sheltered’ or ‘semi-exposed’ sites. Reef types
may match with identical reef types, or atolls may match
with barrier reefs, barrier with fringing, and fringing with
patch. Additionally, sites with a pollution risk of 1 can match
with sites of a pollution risk of 1 or 2, sites with pollution
risk of 3 may match with either 3 or 2, but never 1. After multiple iterations considering the trade-offs between dropped
MPA sites and achieving covariate balance, the optimal matching model dropped 13 of the 108 MPA sites and 22 of the
53 control sites (table 1). Trade-offs were resolved by selecting
the optimal matching model that would ensure the highest
quality of matched pairs, without substantially reducing
sample size so much as to compromise the ability of post-hoc
analyses to detect changes in ecological outcomes.
Quasi-experimental causal inference rests on the assumption that, after statistical matching procedures, systematic
differences between treated and untreated units (i.e. observable
biases) are negligible. Statistical matching seldom eliminates
observable bias, but rather reduces it to within acceptable
bounds. Typically, scholars employ ‘rules of thumb’ to assess
how well treatment-control pairs match, and specifically if covariate balance was achieved. For example, standardized mean
differences of less than 5% are typically considered acceptable
for robust causal inference [76]. This threshold, however, may
vary in the marine environment for certain covariates. For
example, at sites relatively close to fish markets, fish biomass
and distance to market are tightly correlated whereas, at relatively far distances, the relationship between biomass and
distance to market breaks down [13]. The nonlinearity in the
relationship between observed covariates and outcomes, and
the prevalence of incomplete or biased datasets, suggests that
a threshold of standardized mean differences of less than 5%
may not always be meaningful or achievable when applied
to marine ecosystems. This would result in MPA practitioners
having to accept higher levels of difference between treatment
and control groups, and these differences would need to
be accounted for in future analytical models that measure
MPA impact.
Post-matching covariate balance between BHS MPA and
control sites is variable (table 2). Standardized mean differences of less than 5% are achieved for six covariates (reef
exposure, type, slope, pollution risk, monsoon direction and
SSTA; see standardized mean difference column and the
values in ‘matched’ rows, table 2). There were larger differences
between MPA and control sites post-matching for the remaining four covariates (distance to market, fishing settlement, deep
water and mangrove habitat), suggesting there still are substantial systematic biases between protected and unprotected sites
for these covariates [23]. Matched MPA sites are, on average,
further from fish markets, fishing settlements, mangroves
and deep water compared to control sites (table 2), reflecting
the well-documented biases in the placement of MPAs [56].
In the future, we will specifically account for these biases in
the analytical model that measures the effect of MPAs on
ecological outcomes and use caution when interpreting the
treatment effect.
Preliminary analysis of two ecological outcomes of interest in the BHS—biomass of key fisheries families (Serranidae,
Lutjanidae and Haemulidae) and ecologically important
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matching) to identify comparable control sites, which allows us
to estimate the counterfactual (i.e. changes in fish biomass that
would have occurred if no MPA were established). Coarse
matching selected reef areas to survey that were thought to
be the most similar to reefs within MPAs; this was based on
available reports from rapid expeditions [71] and expert
opinion (M. V. Erdmann 2012, personal communication).
Statistical matching was then used in effect to ‘reverse
engineer’ a randomized controlled trial by reducing observable biases (i.e. differences between treatment and control
groups arising from non-random assignment), generating
a matched set of MPA and non-MPA sites with similar
contextual conditions.
The contextual factors or covariates used in the statistical
matching model were selected based on published literature
in coral-reef ecology, best available data and recommendations from experts who ranked variables most pertinent
to BHS reef ecosystems. We chose 10 contextual variables
that encompassed structural, biophysical and social features
of coral-reef sites that influence ecosystem structure (table 2,
and also see the electronic supplementary material). Structural
variables included: reef exposure, slope and type; and distance
to deep water (50 m isobaths). Biophysical variables included:
frequency of sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs) in
degree-heating-weeks; exposure to either northwest or southeast monsoon winds; and distance to nearest mangrove
habitat. Social variables, associated with fishing and resource
use, included: distance to nearest fishing settlement; distance
to primary market; and pollution risk.
We performed statistical matching procedures in R [72]
using the Matching package [73]. We assessed the covariate
balance (i.e. the differences between distributions of covariates
across treated and control sites) achieved by multiple matching algorithms, including propensity scores and covariate
matching. After reviewing covariate balance produced by
the different matching algorithms, we selected nearestneighbour covariate matching using the Mahalanobis distance
metric, which produced the smallest mean differences between
MPA and control sites.
All covariates were weighted equally. As there were fewer
control sites than MPA sites, we matched with replacement
(control sites being returned to the pool of potential matches)
so that a control site could be matched with multiple MPA
sites. We required that each MPA site be matched with exactly
two control sites. If an MPA site matched with more than two
equally good control sites, two control sites were selected randomly. Approximately 40% of control sites were used 1–2
times, another 40% were used 3–9 times, and 20% of control
sites were matched with MPA sites 10–18 times. We investigated increasing the number of control sites required to
match with each MPA site from 3 to 10, but this results in
reduced covariate balance, meaning the average quality of
matched pairs decreases if MPA sites are forced to match
with more than two control sites.
To ensure high-quality matches, we imposed restrictions
(i.e. calipers) on the maximum difference between matched
MPA-control site covariate values [74]. Calipers pose a certain trade-off: overall match quality (i.e. covariate balance)
increases when calipers are tightened (i.e. lower maximum
differences), but the number of possible matches is reduced.
We imposed calipers on: reef slope, reef type and reef exposure
because fish and coral-reef communities are often structured
along these habitat gradients [75]. For reef slope, ‘flat’ sites

627
633

control
mean
656
384

std. mean
diff

distance to deep water (m)
(50m depth contour)

unmatched
matched

-3.14
26.2

SSTA

unmatched
matched

25.4
25.3

24.5
26

18.3
-12.6

exposure

unmatched

1

1

0

(exposed : semi-exposed)
exposure

matched
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1
0.148

1
0.334

(semi-exposed : sheltered)
reef slope

matched
unmatched

0.126
0.925

(ﬂat : slope)
reef slope

matched
unmatched

mean eQQ
diff.
131
251
2.40
0.881

max eQQ
diff.
2164
4341
10
9

0

0

0
-53.6

0
0.188

0
1

0.126
0.981

0
-21.0

0
0.056

0
1

1
0.910

1
0.870

0
13.6

0
0.038

0
1

matched

0.935

0.937

0

0

0

reef type
(patch : fringing)

unmatched
matched

0.907
0.905

0.85
0.905

20.0
0

0.056
0

1
0

reef type
(fringing : barrier)

unmatched
matched

0.953
1

1
1

-21.9
0

0.056
0

1
0

reef type

unmatched

0.093

0.151

-20.0

0.056

1

(barrier : atoll)
distance to mangroves (m)

matched
unmatched

0.095
4618

0.095
18439

distance to ﬁshing

matched
unmatched

4409
35460

3500
27741

settlement (m)
distance to market (m)

matched
unmatched

36223
146809

26036
124152

matched

147333

142528

(slope : wall)

0
-267

0
13846

0
89428

17.1
21.3

1544
8151

11933
62438

27.2
21.5

12139
36220

77385
809911

35144

812645

4.41

pollution risk

unmatched
matched

1.23
1.25

1.37
1.21

-32.7
9.14

0.170
0.0417

1
1

monsoon direction (NW, SE)

unmatched
matched

0.57
0.568

0.36
0.489

43.4
16.0

0.208
0.0773

1
1

year

unmatched

2012

2012

-17.2

0.792

2

matched

2012

2012

-28.0

0.794

2

a

SSTA-Freq is the frequency of sea-surface temperature anomaly (SSTA), which is the number of times over the previous 52 weeks that SST was greater than or
equal to 18C above that week’s long-term average value (electronic supplementary material).
b
Sites were classiﬁed as exposed to either the northwest (NW) or southeast (SE) monsoon winds, depending on their placement in relation to nearby islands
(electronic supplementary material).

herbivorous fish (Acanthuridae, Scaridae and Siganidae)—
shows there is variation among both MPAs and outcomes
(figure 2). Since we do not have time-series data collected
at control sites yet, our analyses are strictly limited to summarizing baseline differences in biomass between matched

MPA and control sites, and not carrying out a complete
impact evaluation of MPAs. Ecological data presented here
simply provide the baseline conditions that will be used
once monitoring is complete to measure the difference-indifference (i.e. the difference between biomass rate of
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treatment
mean

covariate

7
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Table 2. Covariate balance pre- and post-matching. Differences were assessed between MPA and control (non-MPA) sites, before and after matching. The ﬁrst
column lists covariates used to match MPA and control sites, and for each covariate match statistics are provided before and after matching, indicated in the
‘unmatched’ and ‘matched’ rows, to show how well the matching model performed. The third column presents mean covariate values for MPA sites. The
fourth column presents mean covariate values for control sites. The ﬁfth column shows the standardized mean difference between treatment and control means
(mean difference between treatment and control sites divided by the standard deviation of the treatment observations multiplied by 100); values near or at
zero indicate that sites inside and outside protected areas are very similar to each other. The sixth and seventh columns respectively show mean and maximum
differences in each covariate Quantile – Quantile (plot QQ plot), with lower values indicating a better match. The covariates reef exposure, slope and type were
split out to ensure that sites match exactly within the calipers we speciﬁed. For example, for the covariate ‘exposed: semi-exposed’, sites were assigned 1 if
they were exposed or semi-exposed. We then required standardized mean difference to equal zero post-matching, which guarantees that exposed sites matched
with other exposed or semi-exposed sites. DHW, degree heating weeks.
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baseline differences between fish biomass at
MPA and control sites (ratio)

8
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Figure 2. Baseline differences in the fish biomass of key fisheries (dark blue) and functional fish groups (light blue) within MPAs versus outside MPAs in the BHS,
shown as ratios of biomass from matched MPA (inside) and control (outside) site pairs. Ratio more than 0 indicate biomass at MPA sites more than control sites.
Each boxplot shows the distribution of ratios for individual MPAs; ratios were also pooled to show the overall distribution across the seascape (All MPAs). The shaded
box represents the interquartile range; the black line within the shaded box is the median value; whiskers indicate maximum and minimum values excluding
outliers; dots represent outliers (more than 1.5 times upper quartile).
change at MPA sites and biomass rate of change at control
sites) once repeat monitoring is complete at all sites (a cycle
of every 2–3 years). In post-hoc analyses, we will consider
baseline fish biomass as a potential factor that could influence
recovery within MPAs.
To isolate treatment effects, the potential influence of spillover was considered. This was accounted for in selections of
control sites and will also be incorporated in post-hoc analyses.
We identified an appropriate buffer of 5 km to account for the
home range of most of the species of interest [47]. While most of
the control sites are located at distances more than 10 km from
MPA boundaries, four non-MPA sites are located less than
5 km from the boundaries of MPAs. However, they are all
located more than 10 km from the MPA ‘no-take’ zones,
which are expected to have the greatest positive outcomes
via potential for spillover effects [5,59,60]. When short-term
impacts of MPAs are analysed in future work, distance from
MPA boundary will be considered in the model and weighted
appropriately for each ecological outcome.

(iii) Repeat monitoring
Efforts to document and explain the ecological impacts of the
BHS MPAs are in their early stages. Repeat ecological monitoring will generate longitudinal data in six MPAs by the end
of 2015, enabling us to explore the short-term impacts of
MPA establishment on habitat condition and the status of
key fisheries species. We will document MPA impacts, and
examine the ecological and social factors that explain

variation in impacts in a series of hierarchical mixed effects
models, using the relative difference between changes in
MPA and control sites over time (described as the treatment
effect in econometric literature, or the response ratio in the
ecological literature) as our dependent variable. For those
observable biases that cannot be adequately controlled by
our statistical matching model (e.g. distance to fishing settlement, mangrove habitat and deep water, and year), we
account for the magnitude and direction of this bias in our
mixed model, in a procedure known as post-hoc regression
adjustment [23]. Unlike BACIPs models, where the magnitude and direction of systematic differences between MPA
and control groups may not be explicitly incorporated into
the analysis, statistical matching procedures enable us to
document and correct for observed biases in our estimates
of MPA impacts. Statistical matching does not, however,
eliminate the potential for unobserved bias (i.e. the presence
of a variable that influences MPA placement or outcomes, but
that was not included in the matching model). Unobserved
bias, by its nature, cannot be detected directly, but sensitivity
analysis techniques are available [77] that will allow us to
understand the vulnerability of our treatment effects to
such bias, should it exist.
As ecological monitoring in the BHS is repeated at relatively high frequencies (i.e. every three years), we will test,
and if necessary control for, serial correlation effects (where
error terms for a given variable over various time intervals
are correlated) [53]. Initial treatment effects, computed 3–4
years post-baseline, are likely to capture a subset of the full

Over the past decade, after rallying cries on the need for
rigorous impact evaluation of conservation interventions
(e.g. [19]), novel work has generated an emerging evidence
base for their application (e.g. [19,79,80]). The application of
impact evaluation is, however, constrained by the availability
of long-term datasets, in both treatment and control sites,
collected under protocols designed to enable causal inference.
In some cases, remote-sensing data enable scholars to circumvent the paucity of on-the-ground monitoring (e.g. [81])
to understand the conservation impacts related to specific
subsets of outcomes (e.g. forest cover) at broad scales. For
many policy-relevant outcomes and interventions, however,
remotely sensed indicators are uninformative [75]. Consequently, evidence-based conservation faces an urgent need
to expand the scope of impact evaluations to include outcomes of interventions that are not easily evaluable using
secondary or remotely sensed data [39]. This paper presents
one possible pragmatic solution, namely the integration of
impact evaluation into the ongoing monitoring efforts of a
large-scale conservation intervention.
In the BHS, existing monitoring systems have been modified to nest the conventional ‘performance measurement’
MPA monitoring needed for adaptive management [22]
within a quasi-experimental framework designed to provide
robust evidence for long-term MPA impacts (or lack thereof).
Ecological outcomes indicators shared across performance
measurement and impact evaluation systems ensure that
insights are salient for potential adaptive management and
can inform local policy. At the same time, integrating the information needed to support causal inference into routine
monitoring ensures that data-collection efforts are ongoing
and sustained. We anticipate that both in the near-term (our
initial impact data of þ3 years) and in the longer-term (over
the next decade or more), these fine-resolution time-series datasets will allow scholars to explore the temporal and spatial
patterns of MPA impacts, as well as document variation
across key fisheries species and functional fish groups.
With productive marine habitats and populations declining
from a number of causes [2,48,66], understanding the impacts
of interventions aimed at preserving the ecosystem services
that flow from those habitats and populations is key for
both science and management. Without the counterfactual provided by impact evaluation, seeing no change or a decline in
outcomes before and after monitoring could lead to an erroneous conclusion about the effectiveness of management, if
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4. Discussion

(as is often the case) the areas outside MPAs are in steeper
decline [48]. While it can be difficult to argue for spending
money on monitoring sites outside the areas where the interventions take place [39], in fact doing so can inform the
efficacy of the (vastly larger) funding for those interventions.
In the BHS, streamlining monitoring focused around impact
evaluation gave a much greater power to detect change, for
the same total monitoring budget.
Integrating impact evaluation techniques into the monitoring
of the BHS MPA network posed both technical and logistical
challenges. While the BHS experience highlights appropriate
methodologies for handling some of these challenges, it also
provides insights into improving the design of future MPA
impact evaluation studies. In the BHS, an existing and ongoing
large-scale ecological monitoring programme already included
appropriate and meaningful outcome indicators. Thus, the primary challenge was to control for confounding factors in order
to make causal inference between the establishment of the
MPAs and an array of ecological outcomes. Because this challenge entailed adapting an existing monitoring programme
into an impact evaluation framework, many processes were carried out post-hoc of monitoring design, resulting in dropping
many of the monitoring sites from the analyses. Future
considerations to maximize use of monitoring data would
include more robust coarse matching procedures to select
inside/outside sites (i.e. collecting biophysical and social data
prior to selecting areas for potential monitoring). Another
consideration when designing an impact evaluation study is
to ensure that the scale and rigour of the monitoring programme are sufficient for the sample size to have the power
to detect changes in a dynamic ecosystem within the time
frame that matches the scope/goals of the monitoring programme, while also being able to adapt to other unforeseen
changes (i.e. such as expansion of MPA boundaries or changes
in zonation). Not without its limitations, the BHS process did
demonstrate that ‘on-the-ground’ impact evaluation can successfully be implemented in an MPA monitoring programme.
Beyond advancing theory and answering scientific questions around MPA impacts, data collected for impact
evaluation can also directly inform management on the
ground. Much of the initial ecological baseline monitoring
informed design of the BHS MPA network and the no-take
zones within MPAs ( J. Wilson 2012, personal communication).
We anticipate that the value of this baseline data, now combined with control site data, will only increase with time and
as more geographies use comparable monitoring methods
and well-designed sampling. The approaches in the BHS
have also been replicated in the Sunda Banda Seascape of Indonesia; working across these seascapes has provided a network
to facilitate learning and shared insights. While impact evaluation is not necessary or practical in many cases, it is in
general underused [19]. To support policy-makers, researchers
and practitioners who might draw insights from, or adopt the
methods developed in these seascapes, the data products and
methods are available to others (www.mpamystery.org). Our
quasi-experimental approach will enable evaluating the
impact of the conservation interventions in the BHS, bridging
the scale mismatches between evidence and decisions by providing information at a scale relevant to management in the
region. As the BHS impact evaluation study progresses, we
anticipate these monitoring efforts will generate novel insights
to better understand when, where and why MPAs lead to
positive or negative impacts.

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

suite of MPA ecological impacts, namely those with relatively
rapid response times. Existing literature [9] suggests that these
short-term treatment effects may detect impacts on aggregate
measures, although they may be insufficient to capture impacts
that are slower to emerge. For example, peak recovery of
fish groups may to vary from 7 years to 37 years [78]. We anticipate that ecological monitoring in the BHS will continue
beyond these initial short-term analyses, allowing scholars to
document MPA impacts and understand the synergies and
trade-offs across domains (e.g. benthic habitats versus fisheries
impacts; fisheries versus non-fisheries species; piscivores
versus herbivores), and spatial (e.g. between MPAs, between
MPA management zones) or temporal scales (e.g. short
versus long terms).
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Endnote
1

Using standard impact evaluation terminology, the impact of the intervention/MPA can be defined as the difference between the ecological
outcomes for those receiving the ‘treatment’ (or sites within an MPA)
and those in the control group (outside the MPA). An outcome is the
change in the variable of interest over the period of the MPA. The counterfactual is what would have happened in the absence of an intervention.
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